The

PHOTONIE

®

ANTI-AGING
World
premiere
in anti-aging
and slimming

Patented concept
and 100% Made

in Belgium

Facial rejuvenation

Double
chin

Arm slimming and
tightening
(-1 to -4 cm)

Exceptional
profitability
Visible results as
of the first treatment
Pleasant experience
and well-being of
the customers

Already hundreds
of centres equipped
in Europe

Will you
boost yours?

Neck tightening

Wrinkles

Slimming of
the hips
(-4 to -10 cm)
Slimming of
the buttocks
(-3 to -4 cm)

Orange
peel skin

Bust
firming

Slimming of
the belly
(-5 to -12 cm)

Stretchmarks
Slimming of
the thighs
(-3 to -5 cm)

Slimming of
the knees
(-2 to -4 cm)

SLIMMING

UNDERSTANDING THE Dia PHOTONIE®

The Dia PHOTONIE® is a new unique technology developed by engineers from Dynamic Research International (DRI) in Belgium in close collaboration with medical teams and the University of Leuven.

Belgian world premiere
The Dia PHOTONIE® is a safe, innovative and unique patented technology specialized in localized slimming and face rejuvenation. It stimulates the natural processes of cells renewal
and of lipolysis (releasing of fats).

Action of the Dia PHOTONIE®

It is based on a specific filtered radiation. This allows a deep treatment by bio-photo-stimulation of the cells located in the layers under the skin that are responsible for
aging and skin sagging but also for destocking of fats.
This filtered radiation with stochastic photons flux, acts in a much more efficient
way than all other existing technologies on the aesthetic market. This technology
respects the natural functioning of the body and cells. Its efficiency has been
demonstrated through tests and clinical studies (Clinic of Dr R. Blairvacq, Professor M. Maes, Dr Pierrard, Dr Tartovskii, etc). Device in process of being ISO
13485 and CE medical certified.

WHY DOES IT WORK?
The Dia PHOTONIE® is the only natural and satisfying bio-photonical
technique stimulating the dermis and hypodermis to stimulate cell
reconstruction and/or localized slimming which also provides a lipotensive effect… This technique revolutionizes the aesthetic approach
while providing comfort and care appreciated by customers.

LIGHTING
DIAPHOTONIC
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VISIBLE

INVISIBLE INFRARED

WHAT IS

CLIENT EXPERIENCE
WOW EFFECT !

Dia SCULPT ?
®

Very positive emotion
due to positive results
as of the first session.
Treatment perceived
as very enjoyable and
relaxing over time.

New generation of devices
made in Belgium that assures
results unmatched as of the
first treatment.

YOUR CARE PALETTE
SLIMMING TREATMENTS
ü Hips fat
ü Arms (triceps)
ü Buttocks shaping
tensor effect
ü Double chin reduction ü Draining effect
ü Knees

ANTI-AGING CARE
FACE
ü Faded wrinkles
ü Instant lifting effect
ü Natural face plumping
ü Lightening effect as of
the first treatment
ü Smoothing throat and decolleté

1 size in
week
1
Loss of

(study Dr Blairvacq)

BODY
ü Skin Smoothing
ü Faded stretch marks
ü Lipotensor effect (smooth and soft skin)

TECHNICAL
CHARACTERISTICS
LARGE FOLDABLE TOUCHSCREEN
Modern and intuitive interface
for ease of use
4 flexibles ergonomic tubes
2 long flexible tubes for the body (2,5m)
2 long flexible tubes for the face (2,5m)
to reach every body part
1 strong generator
The generator is equipped with a ventilation system
designed to carry out several treatments in a row
1 temperature controls
The sensor measures the temperature
on the skin surface and controls lamps
ensuring an automatic and
safe treatment.

Work in depression
or over pressure
Weight: 10 Kg
Dimension: 60x40x50 cm

UNIQUE ON THE MARKET

A BELGIAN PARTNER AND MANUFACTURER BY YOUR SIDE
Professional services included when purchasing DiaSCULPT® equipment. They enable you to start and develop your
own activity with new unique services in slimming and anti-aging. Benefit from the satisfaction of your customers, we
will take care of the rest.

				

We ensure:
ü After-sales service: your manufacturer in Belgium by your side
ü Financing: leasing and renting possible
ü Training: theoretical and practical with upcoming certificate
ü Belgian producer guarantee: 2 years (extensible to 4 years)
ü Communication: D.R.I. accompanies you in the communication
and promotion of your activity by suggesting marketing tools
(roll ups - leaflets - …)

SERVICES

EXCEPTIONAL PROFITABILITY
and building of new client base (m/w):

Rate of treatment (20 to 25 minutes)

Billing average

120 €
1.080 €

10 sessions treatment (5+5)
Monthly sales forecast
Forecast

Consumables Total per month

Number of treatments

Tariff

8

1080 €

0€

8.640 €

Average

12

1080 €

0€

12.960 €

High

20

1080 €

0€

21.600 €

Low

THE Dia PHOTONIE®
ADVANTAGES OF A PATENT TECHNOLOGY

ü Natural care stimulating the metabolism
ü Instant lasting and visible results
ü Maximum profitability due to results obtained
ü Multi use device with anti-aging and slimming treatments
ü High secured, no major contradictions
ü Unique technology without competition
ü User friendly, quick and intuitive usage of the device

with personalized training
ü 100% made in Belgium, irreproachable after-sales and the manufacturer
by your side

Experience the benefits and results
of the Dia PHOTONIE®.
Put us to the test and make an appointment.
Distributor: EBS medical - +45 4267 6858 / Finland +358 45 340 2360
Kocksvej 38 - 3600 Frederikssund - Denmark - www.ebs-medical.com
E-mail: info@ebs-medical.com / infofinland@ebs-medical.com
MediBeauty by Dynamic Research International SRL 22 Venelle du Bois de
la Pierre I 1300 Limal I Belgium 0032 10 41 57 56
www.medibeauty.be

